
Feature Standard unit Value

Flooring Type 

requirementS

Fire Resistance (fully adhered)

Fire Resistance (loose laid)

Slip Resistance (domestic)

Slip Resistance (specification)

Dimensional Stability

Impact Sound Improvement

 

PerFormance BehaViour

Roll Width

Roll Length

Wear Layer

Overall Thickness

Total Weight

Residual Indentation

Lightfastness

Abrasion Loss

 

claSSiFication

Residential Class

Commercial Class

Industrial Class

Armstrong World Industries, 
Fleck Way, Teesside Industrial Estate,
Thornaby on Tees UK  TS17 9JT
Tel +44 (0)1642 763224
www.rhinofloor.com
www.rhino-contract.com

EN649  Heterogeneous vinyl sheet, PU coated

 

EN 13501-1 Class Bfl-s1*

EN 13501-1 Class Cfl-s1

ZH 1/571 Group R10

ZH 1/571 Group R9

EN 434 % 0.4

ISO 140-8 dB 6

 

EN 426 cm 200/300/400

EN 426 m 15-25

EN 429 mm 0.55

EN 428 mm 2.25

EN 430 kg/m2 2.86

EN 433 mm <_0.1

ISO 105-B02 Degree min.6

EN 649 mm <_0.08

 

EN 685 Class 21-23 heavy duty

EN 685 Class 31-33 heavy duty

EN 685 Class 41-42 normal duty

* Bfl-s1 rating only applicable when certain approved adhesives are used
 Contact Armstrong for further information



RhinoflooR ContRaCt FLAIR and ContRaCt 
DESIGN are two exciting new products from the  
Armstrong Rhinofloor collection. 

Long-renowned for bringing colour and design leadership 
to domestic floor-coverings, RhinoflooR now offers the 
same level of stylish elegance to the commercial sector  
with the introduction of RinoflooR ContRaCt FLAIR 
and ContRaCt DESIGN. 

Ideal for the discerning business with an eye for style and 
innovation, these exciting new floor-coverings bring a new 
dimension to commercial interiors like boutiques, salons  
and treatment rooms. 

33801 – Nottingham, Natural

33814 – Travertine, Natural



A range of striking colour and texture visuals. 
Natural looks with highlights designed to 
harmonise or complement key trend colours  
in contemporary decorative schemes.

33814 – Travertine, Natural

33816 – Starlight, Black

33818 – Strata, Mid Grey

33815 – Stadium, Limestone

33817 – Fresco, Black/White

33819 – Tempest, Grey

33816 – Starlight, Black

33815 – Stadium, Limestone

33817 –Fresco, Black/White

Weld rod: X0315

Weld rod: X0650

Weld rod: X0352

Weld rod: X0279

Weld rod: X0177

Weld rod: X0315



33820 – Studio, Slate 33821 – Studio, Grey

33822 – Studio, Pale Grey

33824 – Studio, Taupe

33826 – Studio, Warm Beige

33828 – Studio, Blue

33823 – Studio, Stone

33825 – Studio, Beige

33827 – Studio, Terracotta

33829 – Studio, Green

The ContRaCt FLAIR ‘Studio’ design: 
neutral, harmonious with colour twists  
and accents to suit all applications.

33820 – Studio, Slate

33830 – Studio, Indigo

Weld rod: X0084

Weld rod: X0333

Weld rod: X0335

Weld rod: X0318 Weld rod: X0319Weld rod: X0426

Weld rod: X0670

Weld rod: X0297

Weld rod: X0298 Weld rod: X0836

Weld rod: X0801



A collection of weathered timber 
effects alongside elegant woodstrips 
and exotic wood looks.

33800 – Beechcraft, Blond

33802 – Tavola, Weathered Oak

33804 – Loft, Walnut

33806 – Thomasville, Oak

33801 – Nottingham, Natural

33803 – Rosso, Mid Oak

33805 – Wenge, Spicy Amber

33807 – Resonna, Charcoal33802 – Tavola, Weathered Oak

33804 – Loft, Walnut

Weld rod: X0203 Weld rod: X0884

Weld rod: X0857 Weld rod: X0855

Weld rod: X0665 Weld rod: X0315

Weld rod: X0298 Weld rod: X0884



33808 – Travertine Paver, Natural

33810 – Amalfi, Black

33812 – Amalfi, Light Stone

33809 – Karpov, Black/White

33811 – Amalfi, Mocha

33813 – Amalfi, Light Grey

ContRaCt DESIGN features 
timeless tile effects in classic 
colours. Cool, chic and elegant.

33810 – Amalfi, Black

33809 – Karpov, Black/White

Tile size: 50 x 25cm

Tile size: 25 x 25cm

Weld rod: X0011 Weld rod: X0011

Weld rod: X0277 Weld rod: X0278

Weld rod: X0670 Weld rod: X0400



A dirty floor covering will cause 
premature wear and tear in use, and 
also lead to discolouration. Dirt and 
grit will increase the effect of abrasion 
on the surface of the floor covering. 
Because of this and also for reasons 
of hygiene, retention of its value and 
aesthetics, every floor covering needs 
to be cleaned and cared for efficiently.

Abrasives and strong solvents should 
not be used however, as these could 
seriously impair the appearance of the 
product.

Armstrong Rhinofloor Contract 
floor-coverings with a factory applied 
PUR Rhinoguard or Rhinogrip surface 
coating are easy to look after, and 
initial polishing immediately after 
installation is not necessary.

The following paragraphs describe in 
detail the individual steps for cleaning 
Rhinofloor Contract floor-coverings on 
large, heavy-traffic areas.

1 comPletion oF BuildinG or   
 initial cleaninG 
Remove construction dirt and debris 
with a vacuum cleaner or by sweeping.

a. If the amount of dirt is small, wet-
cleaning is advisable with a neutral or 
alcohol cleaner added to the water.

b. Heavy dirt or soiling can be removed 
by using an automatic cleaning 
machine or single-disc rotary machine 
with an appropriate cleaning pad. A 
neutral cleaning agent or a suitable 
cleaning fluid should be used. 

2 maintenance cleaninG 
The process selected depends on the 
degree of dirt, the initial treatment, 
and the hygiene requirements. Dry 
buffing processes should be preferred 
whenever the degree of dirt allows, 
as this will keep maintenance costs 
down and have less impact on the 
environment as a smaller amount of 
chemicals is used.

2.1 Dry Cleaning 
Dry cleaning is carried out with a 
fleece cloth holder and an impregnated 
fleece cloth or micro-fibre cloth.

2.2 Damp Mopping 
Remove loose dirt and light stains with 
damp mopping appliances.

Completely wet the flooring surface 
(dilute cleaning product with 
water according to manufacturer’s 
specifications). Ensure that all 
resulting moisture is removed after 
cleaning.

2.3 Wet Mopping 
Wet mopping entails using enough 
water so that a thin film of water 
initially remains on the flooring. Dilute 
water with alcohol-based or neutral 
cleaning products. Once the cleaner 
has taken effect, tough stains are 
loosened and may be removed with 
a mop that has been rinsed in the 
cleaner and wrung out. It is important 
that all slurry is removed from the 
surface by mop or vacuum machine 
otherwise dirt is simply redistributed.

2.4 Spot Cleaning  
Spot cleaning is sometimes required 
for intense treatment of very stubborn 
stains or scuff marks that cannot 
be removed by mopping. Spray 
such spots or scuff marks with an 
appropriate cleaner. Do not use 
sponges or abrasive materials as they 
may damage the PUR surface. These 
marks are best treated with rotary disc 
floor machines fitted with soft cleaning 
pads.

3 additional meaSureS  
 in BuildinGS With  
 PuBlic acceSS 
3.1 Primary Barrier Matting 
Grid mats in the entrance must cover 
the whole width of the door so that 
nobody can by-pass them on one side. 
The length of the mat should be two to 
three strides, or about 150cm. If at all 
possible, open or moving mats should 
be selected.

3.2 Secondary Mats  
Textile style mats should be placed in 
the entrance area beyond the primary 
matting in order to protect the floor 
covering from fine dirt, dust and 
moisture.

They are easy to clean and will reduce 
cleaning costs considerably whilst 
improving the appearance and service 
life of the floor covering.

3.3 Rubber Backed Mats  
Should not be placed directly onto 
Rhinofloor Contract Floor-coverings

4 SPecial tiPS 
4.1 Discolouration 
After long periods of contact, rubber, 
especially if it is black, can leave 
discolouration marks behind which 
cannot be removed. Possible causes 
are:

car tyres, castors and feet on washing 
machines, refrigerators and prams.

Discolouration of this kind is not 
caused directly but by the migration 
of substances followed by exposure to 
light. To avoid this soft castors made 
of polyurethane must be used, and 
if this is not possible we recommend 
the use of small protective mats. Hair 
colourants and disinfectants containing 
a powerful colourant can also damage 
almost any floor covering permanently 
if not removed immediately.

4.2 Office Chairs / Furniture 
Office chairs must be fitted with 
castors suitable for use on resilient 
floorings: the Type W as defined in EN 
12529, i.e. with soft castors or at least 
soft pads such as felt pads or suitable 
protectors. To avoid damage to floors 
in buildings with public access, it must 
be ensured that the contact surfaces 
of chairs and other pieces of furniture 
are rounded and have no sharp edges. 
This should be borne in mind when 
new furniture is being bought and 
used.

4.3 Burn Marks 
Smouldering cigarette-ends can leave 
burn marks on vinyl floor coverings, 
so they should not be laid in public 
houses, cafes or similar places where 
this kind of damage can be expected. 

4.4 General 
These recommendations are based 
on our general practical experience 
and on the latest state of cleaning 
technology as far as we could be 
aware of it at the time of issue. 
However, we cannot bear legal liability 
in any individual circumstance for 
their interpretation or use beyond our 
control.

cleaning and maintenance guidelines 

33819 – Tempest, Grey

33807 – Resonna, Charcoal



1 SuB Floor 
Most sub floors are suitable for the 
installation of Rhinofloor Contract 
floor-coverings if they are level, firm, 
free of cracks, and dry to a maximum 
of 75% R.H. refer to BS8203-BS8204 
for detailed specification.

2 adheSiVeS 
Rhinofloor Contract floor-coverings 
should be fully adhered throughout 
using emulsion adhesives. See relevant 
manufacturer’s instructions.

3 meaSurinG and    
 calculatinG requirement 
The necessary roll length and width 
have to be decided in order to calculate 
the requirement. Before measuring up, 
first decide the direction of installation. 
Head seams are only recommended 
with roll lengths of 5 metres or more. 
Ensure that provision is made for 
running into doorways or recesses.

4 StoraGe, acclimatiSation,   
 inStallation conditionS 
The proper storage of floor-coverings 
is the best guarantee for ensuring 
that they retain the properties that 
make them easy to lay properly. Prior 
to installation they must be kept in a 
dry warm room. 2m wide rolls should 
stand upright, 3m and 4m wide rolls 
must be stored horizontally. Trouble-
free installation of flexible floor-
coverings cannot be guaranteed if they 
have been stored at low temperatures.

Professional installation requires a 
room temperature of at least +18°C, 
a sub floor temperature of at least 
+15°C. Even if the temperatures are 
exactly right, the floor-covering must 
be acclimatised before it is laid, and 
we recommend cutting it to length on 
the day before it is actually installed.

Rhinofloor Contract floor-coverings 
should be laid out flat, cut to size, 
stacked one piece on top of another, 
and left overnight to adapt to the 
temperature of the room.

Attention should be paid to ensuring 
that only the one production batch 
number is used in any one room, and 
the rolls are used in the sequence of 
their serial numbers.

5  inStallinG rhinoFloor   
 contract Floor-coVerinGS 
5.1 Installation 
Even if the floor-covering is to be 
welded later, we recommend that both 
edges of the roll should be cut as this 
is the only way of guaranteeing a clean 
seam edge. The first roll edge can be 
cut without any difficulty using a strip 
cutter, and there are two possible ways 
of cutting the second edge.

5.1.1 In small rooms (before applying 
adhesive): The roll underneath is 
scored with the knife along the edge 
of the already cut roll edge lying on top 
of it, and the cut-away strip is cut off 
with the hooked blade in the opposite 
direction.

5.1.2 In large rooms (after applying 
adhesive): The upper edge is scribed 
along the already trimmed edge of the 
glued bottom sheet with an under-and-
over scriber or a lino-cutter, and the 
resulting waste strip is then cut in the 
opposite direction with a hooked blade.

5.2 Seam Cutting 
Seam cutting is to be carried out each 
time so that the edges of the floor 
covering fit tightly against each other 
without being forced. The cut is to be 
made square on or slightly inclined.

With Rhinofloor Contract Design wood 
strip effects it must be ensured that 
the joint cut is always at the edge of 
a plank pattern and the adjusted roll 
pattern matched accordingly.

5.3 Head Ends 
The head ends of short rolls can be cut 
to fit before the adhesive is applied, 
but with long rolls it is better not to cut 
the head ends until the surface has 
been coated with adhesive. The same 
applies to head seams.

6 adherinG 
Domestic installations of 15 square 
metres or less may be loose laid if no 
loose furniture is present, otherwise 
the floor must be fully adhered. 
Adhesive must be applied to the 
whole floor surface. The adhesive 
manufacturer’s instructions must be 
observed. It is essential to select the 
right grade of trowel and trowel notch 
size, and to rub in thoroughly, in order 
to ensure that good adhesive transfer 
is achieved. The transfer of adhesive to 
the back must be checked constantly 
while the work is proceeding by pulling 
the floor covering up.

Rolls must be folded back to the 
middle of the room. Adhesion starts 
with the middle roll, and the glue 
for the second half of the roll must 
meet up with the edge of the glue to 
the first half. The first half rolls to be 
glued are those that have to be cut to 
the borders of the room such as door 
thresholds and door frames.

Please refer to the adhesive 
manufacturer’s instructions for the 
ventilation and open-working times of 
the adhesive. Press the rolls down onto 
a bed of adhesive, making sure that 
no air is trapped. Hollow spaces can 
be located by tapping, and should be 
removed by stroking out the trapped air.

The head ends are trodden (and 
eased) into place. If necessary, seams 
and head ends should be weighed 
down until the adhesive holds them to 
the floor.

The installed floor covering must be 
effectively rolled at the correct time, 
depending on adhesive used, to ensure 
a lasting bond.

7 Seam WeldinG 
Seam welding is recommended in 
rooms in which the joins have to be 
protected from the ingress of moisture.

7.1 Hot Welding 
Where seams must be joined, 
hot welding is recommended for 
applications wherever possible. 
Cold welding should only be used if 
necessary for domestic or residential 
installations.

Floor-coverings must always be welded 
if they are laid on plywood or a screed 
floor with underfloor heating, but this 
must not be done until the adhesive 
has hardened – please refer to the 
adhesive manufacturer’s instructions. 
This can take several days, depending 
on the type of adhesive and the 
climatic conditions in the room. 
The joins in the floor covering are 
machined out with a router to a depth 
equal to 2/3 of the thickness of the 
floor covering. The groove must then 
be cleaned out carefully (by suction 
or blowing). The width of the groove 
should be about 3.5mm.

It is possible to work with the 
Armstrong PVC weld rod and a 
handheld welding tool with a speed-
welding nozzle of about 5mm diameter. 
To avoid shiny patches on the surface, 
the speed-welding nozzles have to 
have a very narrow air outlet. The 
working temperature is about 450°C. 
and the working speed about 4-5 
metres/minute. The projecting upper 
part of the weld rod is removed in two 
processes: directly after being inserted 
it is cut off with the crescent knife and 
sledge while it is still hot, and after 
it has cooled the welded seam is cut 
off level with the surface of the floor 
covering, using the crescent knife only.

7.2 Cold Welding 
Rhinofloor Contract floor-coverings 
can also be welded with a cold welding 
agent if necessary, but in this case 
the seam has to be cut to a tight fit. It 
is absolutely essential to prevent the 
cold welding agent from contaminating 
the surface. Details of cold welding 
techniques are available from the 
manufacturers of cold welding agents.

8 inStallation on    
 underFloor heatinG 
Rhinofloor Contract floor-covering 
may be laid on surfaces containing 
underfloor heating. The thermal 
resistance is low so it is unlikely to 
affect the operating of the heating 
(refer to BS8203 for specific guidance 
on fitting and operating conditions for 
both dry and wet systems).

It is particularly important to observe 
shutting down times of the heating 
before, during and after installation.

9 care and cleaninG 
Please refer to Armstrong’s Cleaning & 
Maintenance recommendations.

10 SPecial inStructionS 
10.1 Office Chairs on Castors 
If office chairs are mounted on castors, 
these must be Type W according 
to DIN 68 131 i.e. soft castors in 
the prescribed dimensions (50mm 
diameter, 20mm running surface, 
100mm swivelling radius for the 
running surface).

This should be taken into account if 
office chairs mounted on castors are 
used.

10.2 Cigarette Burns 
Smouldering cigarette ends can cause 
burn marks on vinyl floor coverings, so 
these should not be installed in pubs 
or restaurants in which this kind of 
damage is likely.

installation recommendations

33808 – Travertine Paver, Natural Tile size: 50 x 33cm


